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ABSTRACT
Achieving desired yields in advanced manufacturing industries, as is the case for semiconductor fabrication,
requires perfectly matching the performance of parallel machines/chambers at all production steps.
Moreover, in the high-mix/low-volume manufacturing environment of the IC makers, the need for highly
precise production processes makes the task of matching identical machines/chambers more and more
complicated and challenging. In this paper, a methodical approach todeal with machine/chamber
mismatching using all available data such as sensor data,product measurements, and maintenance logis
proposed and validated with real practices. In fact, after detecting and identifying the key variables source
of variance in the process, a modeling step known as Virtual Metrology is performed to quantify accurately
the recipe adjustments i.e., R2R control, which will match as much as possible both sensor data and
metrology measurements between similar machines/chambers.
1

INTRODUCTION

Due to the onward evolution of microchips applications and the numerous customer inquiries, the
semiconductor industry become more vital and competitive. Improve overall microchips performance,yield
equivalent product quality and minimize the margins of error are from the top priorities of semiconductor
manufacturers. This is not easy to achieve since semiconductor manufacturing is a highly complex process
consisting of more than 200 operations with reentrant routes. If not controlled,the cumulative effect from
these operations can have a detrimental effect on the final yield. One of the critical challenges in this
industry is then to minimize the process variability accumulated and augmented through the consecutive
production operations. In a High-Mix/Low-Volume (HM/LV) fabrication environment such as the fab
under study, several hundred products are manufactured through successive steps in which identical
machines/chambers are performing with objectives of maximizing the throughput and optimizing the
machine utilization (see Figure 1).
Unsurprisingly, after processing several products with very different recipe set-ups, machine/chamber
conditions will not be identical. To reduce the variability of the whole process, the critical and fundamental
task is to obtain a perfectly matched performance between the parallel machines/chambers in one area.
Usually, the electrical tests done at the end of the process provide the final evaluation indicators used to
trace back the operations where similar machines/chambers are mismatched. Waiting for the results of
electrical tests, despite their high relevance, is too risky given a simple fact that a large number of wafers
might be defective and potentially need to be scrapped when the testing results are not validated. The
exploitation of the metrology measurements collected after each operation is therefore essential.
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In the studied fab, the major approach of calibrating the mismatched metrology measurements is
through the Run-to-Run (R2R) control loops. For example, in order to match the post-etching metrologies
from two machines, the process time is often regulated from one lot to another. However, the effect of R2R
regulators is limited. Some mismatching cases have been detected and should be investigated given the
required high precision of the production operations.

Figure 1:Schematic representation of parallel tools.
This article presents a methodology for tracing the mismatching issue back to its root causes to find out
the key machine parameters where the problem comes from and control them correctly. The rest of this
paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, the literature related to machine/chamber mismatching and
which is presenting some statistical methods used to deal with it will be reviewed. Then, the proposed
methodology is described in Section 3.In Section 4, a real case study illustrating the approach is presented
followed by the concluding remarks in Section 5.
2

LITERATURE REVIEW

The problem of matching machines/chambers can be divided into two main axes:The identification of any
variations between identical machines/chambers using all available data and the correction of the
mismatching detected addressing its root causes. The detection part has been treated and handled in several
works according to the problem domains.
A classical approach proposed by Davis and Lian(2005) is to use only machine sensor readings.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was performed on the collected data to compare the component
scores between studied machines/chambers and to identify the parameters source of any detected
mismatching. Being the most popular dimension reduction method, PCA does not guarantee a good
separation between classes since the objective is to retain as much variance as possible on the principal
components.
For the same purpose, a more adapted method to the problem was adopted by Cherry and Qin (2008).
In fact, Fisher Discriminant Analysis (FDA) was applied to differentiate the classes of product quality data
from different machines or chambers. Preventive Maintenance (PM) was then proposed to calibrate the
mismatching machines/chambers. However, FDA requires fundamental assumptions related to the data
distribution which might restrict its applicability. As an alternative, non-linear approaches, such as Kernel
Discriminant Analysis, were proposed by You et al. (2011) but are considered as difficult to implement
especially on the data with small sample sizes.
To fix the problems related to data distribution, Zhu and Martinez (2006) have chosen to approximate
the distribution of each class with a mixture of Gaussians before applying FDA. The major difficulty of this
method is to determine the optimal number of Gaussians per class. This meets the initial need for class
separation but may distort the equipment parameters retained as main contributors since the distance
between the created subclasses is also maximized.
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Apart from the problem of choosing the right discriminant methods, the limitation of the approaches
used lies in considering matching the sensor data as an objective in itself and not a way to ensure a good
quality production.
Pan et al. (2012) present results by including measurement data in the analysis. Key variables that best
separate the classes of sensor data and that are correlated with product quality are determined using many
basic statistical methods, such as F-test, IQR-test and linear regression. However, this remains insufficient
given the multi-dimensional nature of the machine/chamber matching process that was clearly explained
byJimmy et al.(2014). The matching process usually covers hardware, software, tool sensors, process,
metrology, maintenance, end of line electrical test and yield. Due to the hetero-granularities of different
data types, it was difficult to consider them all together in such a complex industrial context.
Regarding the second part which treat the correction of detected mismatching,a limited number of
works approached it because of its complexity seen thata large number of criteria should be considered
before modifying the values of machine parameters.
Jimmy et al.(2014) provide a chamber matching solution which consists of using R2R control to make
the states of the chambers closer together.This solution is interesting but cannot be applied directly before
modeling the relation between machine parameters and metrology measurements.
The methodology presented in this paper tries to complete the existing state of art in this direction. Its
aim is to consolidate all the data that are regularly collected and monitored during the wafers production in
order to identify and to control the root causes of any significant mismatches among the
machines/chambers.
3

METHODOLOGY

In the studied wafer fab, a wide range of products is manufactured through many production steps. Each step
may be performed by similar machines/chambers to optimize and speed up the production process. Quality
measurements are taken after most operations to ensure the compliance with the limits set for quality
targets.These metrology data are the first indicator of any worry or problem since they are directly linked
with the expected features of the wafers and have an impact on the electrical tests made at the end of the
process. Parallel machines or chambers should normally yield the same product quality and therefore, any
significant difference between the measurement data of these machines/chambers on the same recipe/type of
product has to be investigated.
Fault Detection and Classification (FDC) data are usually defined as a collection of sensor readings during
a wafer process.Apart from their traditional use for tracking and detecting machine problems, FDC data can
be used to compare the operating states of the identical machines/chambers and to detect the root causes of
any mismatching related to equipment conditions.
To make a precise and exhaustive study, an R code is developed in order to perform the preprocessing
of FDC data. This code is structured as follows: Firstly, a filtering is done to keep only the comparable FDC
parameters then the setting ones are centered by subtracting the variable setpoint from each of its initial
values to avoid misleading that may occur when comparing the incomparable. The quality of temporal data
is verified by finding parameters/steps where the collection was interrupted due to connection break or high
speed equipment. Recently, the univariate indicators are calculated based on temporal data across all the
retained steps. Once the FDC data are cleaned and pretreated, the parameters are analyzed to identify the
ones that best separate the mismatched machines/chambers. Since the process machine/chamber of each
wafer is the prior information, the classification problem is supervised. Its objective is twofold: to verify if
the classes are well separated and to find the parameters that best describe the differences between the groups.
Given the large number of FDC parameters retained for each analysis, the use of a multivariate
classification method is necessary. After testing several methods on multiple datasets ,and according to the
nature of the data to be analyzed, Partial Least Squares Discriminant Analysis (PLS-DA) is the classification
method chosen to separate the wafers according to their machine/chamber of process. In fact,PLS-DA is a
powerful method of classification widely applied in chemistry and medical sciences (Sun 2009). It is a variant
of PLS where the response variable Y is categorical to indicate the class of each observation. PLS-DA is
known to work well for large data sets with potentially collinear variables, and for small data sets with large
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amount of variables. Usually, the loadings in PLS-DA indicates the importance of machine parameters in
class separation. This can be misleading as it shows only the contribution ofeach variable to the principal
components direction. Then, it doesn’t take into account the variances of each variable and the correlation
between them (Cadima and Jolliffe 2011).
Two variable selection methods, Variable Importance in Projection (VIP) (Farrésa et al. 2015) and
Selectivity Ratio (SR) (Farrésa et al. 2015) were tested on two different data sets to select the one that
identify the most discriminating variables. The VIP measure of the variable j is defined as :

𝑉𝐼𝑃𝑗 = √

𝑝 ∑𝐹𝑓=1 𝑅²(𝑦, 𝑡𝑓 )(

𝑤𝑓𝑗
||𝑤𝑓 ||

)²

∑𝐹𝑓=1 𝑅²(𝑦, 𝑡𝑓 )

where, wfj is weight of the jthpredictor variable in component f and R2(y,tf) is fraction of variance in y
explained by the component f. The Selectivity Ratio of the variable j is the ratio between the explained and
the residual variance for this variable. It turned out that the SR criterion can keep non-significant parameters
and neglect other more important ones. This result was derived using the correlation coefficients between
the parameters and the discriminating criterion i.e., process chamber as well as the FDC time signals.VIP
is therefore retained and calculated for each parameter on the basis of the PLS-DA results. The parameters
having a VIP greater than 1 are the more relevant ones to explain the response variable variations.
Once mismatched FDC parameters between identical machines /chambers are identified, the next step
is to adjust them in order to ensure a good matching level. The difficulty of this step lies in the fact that
only the direct FDC parameters can be adjusted. Any modification made impact both the indirect parameters
and the measurement data. The mismatching correction is therefore critical considering the need to take
into consideration the link existing between all available data.
The idea is to model the relationship between the measurement data and the FDC parameters for the
identical machines/chambers, then find the best recipe for both matching the FDC parameters previously
selected using the VIP criterionand meeting the target for each measured parameter. In this paper, we will
rather focus on the modeling part. Since we do not know the nature of the link between the FDC parameters
and the measurement data, two regression methods have been tested: Elastic NET(Zou and Hastie2004)and
Support Vector Regression(SVR)(Awad and Khanna 2015).
Elastic Net is a linear regression which allows both to select the variables to be introduced into the
model by penalization and to circumvent the collinearity problem even with a large number of explanatory
variables or predictors. If the linear equation has the following form :
𝑌 = 𝑏𝑋 + 𝑒
The criteria to minimize is :
∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑦𝑖 − ∑𝑝𝑗=1 𝑥𝑖𝑗 𝑏𝑗 )² + λ ( 𝛼 ∑𝑝𝑗=1 𝑏𝑗 ² +λ (1 − 𝛼) ∑𝑝𝑗=1 |bj| )
where, 𝛼∈ [0, 1] and λ a positive parameter.
Support Vector Regression (SVR) is a non-parametric technique that allows the construction of a nonlinear model using kernel function. The SVR model has the following form :
𝑌𝑖 = 𝑊 𝑘(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥) + 𝑏
where, k(xi,x) is the kernel function. One of the most popularfunctions is radial basis which is expressed
as:
𝑘(𝑥, 𝑥

′)

=𝑒

−
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where, 𝜕 is a free parameter.
Two models will be realized: Thefirst one to link the direct FDC parameters with the measurement data
and the second one to link the indirect FDC parameters to the direct ones. Some indirect parameters can be
affected by the wear of the parts. The duration since the last maintenance operations realized on the
machine/chambers will be introduced in the model.
4

INDUSTRIAL CASE STUDY:

A real case study will be conducted to illustrate the approach introduced in the previous sections of this
paper.An operation from the etch workshop is chosen due to its criticality and its impact on the whole
production process. The tool responsible for carrying out this operation will be noted EQ. It’s composed of
three identical chambers CH1, CH2 and CH3. After the etching operation, two important parameters are
measured, the thickness after etching (TH) and the dimensions of the small patterns on the wafer called
Critical Dimensions (CD).The sensor data of 650 samples processed in the three chambers (EQ-CH1,EQCH2,EQ-CH3) were retrieved. The FDC univariate indicators across all the critical steps were calculated
based on temporal data via a developed R code. In total, we get 105 summarized indicators.
4.1

Application of Discriminant Analysis on FDC data

The first part of this approach as explained previously is to detect the machine/chamber mismatching using
FDC data. In fact, the discriminant method PLS-DA is applied to the FDC calculated indicators to detect if
there is a significant difference between the classes, determined in this case by the process chamber of each
sample. The number of components used in this method was chosen by minimizing both the overall error
and the Balanced Error Rate. Figure 2 displays the results of applying PLS-DA to the three chambers. Each
wafer, represented by the 105 univariate indicators is projected into the subspace based on the first two PLS
components that explain 41 % of the total variability. As can be seen in Figure2, the chambers are clearly
separated, especially by the first component. The key parameters retained using the VIP criterion are listed
in Table 1.
4.2

The Construction of the Regression Models

The parameters given in the Table 1 are those that must be matched between these similar chambers. They
can be either direct ones i.e., that are settled at the beginning of the operation respecting the associated
recipe and have an impact on measurement data, or indirect ones i.e., that can be viewed as the responses
from the configuration of the direct ones and may dependent on parts wear. The proposed procedure is
presented in Figure 3. In fact, Virtual Metrology technique will be used to predict wafer’s characteristics
based on sensor data. Existing links between machine parameters i.e., direct and indirect ones, will be also
modeled. The regression analysis results are used to evaluate the impact of matching the discriminating
parameters, retained using VIP, on metrology measurements. The overall objectif is to adjust the recipe
settings in a way thatmaintain the classical R2R control aim i.e., keeping the process output as much closer
as possible to the target, while taking into account the new constraint of matching machine/chamber
parameters.
The first critical step preceding the matching is then to model, for each chamber studied, the links
between the FDC parameters and the measurement data, taking into account the chambers conditions.
In this section, and given the similarity of the approach, we will only focus on one of the three studied
chambers (EQ-CH1) and we will try to model the impact of the direct FDC parameters on both the indirect
FDC parameters and the thickness measured after etching (TH).
The most important and the most critical model to build is the one that links the TH with the direct FDC
parameters. We have introduced in the model the process time of the step which is regulated with an R2R
loop since the other steps all have a fixed time. As explained previously,the quality of the predictions
obtained using two regression methods i.e.,Elastic Net and Support Vector Machine (SVR) with a radial
basis kernel function,was compared using two different measures: Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) and
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Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE).It turned out that good fitting modelisthe one build using SVR
as shown in Table 2.
Apart from the classical validation of the model,another industrial validation is required. Indeed, it must
be verified that the regression obtained has a meaning from the physical point of view.According to the
experience of some process engineers, TH is only impacted by some steps of the operation. However, the
model makes others out as main contributors. But this is possible given the link between the steps and the
impact that any step can have on the following.
Regarding the indirect parameters, a simple linear regression was sufficient to build a first logical model
since we already know the direct parameters impacting each indirect parameter.For example, the
temperature received must depend primarily on the set temperature and other unknown parameters that
were determined in the model. The calculation shows a good Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE) of 0.1.
Once the regression models are built for all machines/chambers studied, the values of direct FDC
parameters identified as source of mismatching are progressively varied, while respecting the limits of each
recipe, and the impact that it generates on metrology data and indirect FDC parameters is quantified. This
makes it possible to evaluate the necessary adjustments in production recipe tobring the FDC parameters
of identical machines/chambers closer while keeping the measured parameters on target.

Figure 2:Scatter plot of the three chambers after projection onto the first two PLS components.
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Table 1:The key parameters that separate the chambers selected using the VIP criterion.
Parameters
mean_11_Flow_MFC_N2_500
mean_4_Flow_MFC_CF4_200
mean_11_Flow_MFC_AR_1000
mean_14_Flow_MFC_CO_500
mean_3_Flow_MFC_C4F6_50
mean_3_Flow_MFC_CF4_200
mean_11_Flow_MFC_C4F8_50
mean_14_Flow_MFC_C4F8_50
mean_14_Flow_MFC_AR_1000
mean_4_Flow_MFC_C4F6_50
mean_4_Pressure_HeBackside_InnerZone
mean_7_Pressure_HeBackside_InnerZone
mean_3_Pressure_HeBackside_InnerZone
mean_3_Power_RF60MHzGen_Delivered
mean_7_Pressure_HeBackside_OuterZone
mean_14_Pressure_HeBackside_InnerZone

VIP
Parameters
1,897 mean_4_Pressure_ProcessManometer
1,897 mean_14_Pressure_HeBackside_OuterZone
1,897 mean_3_Pressure_HeBackside_OuterZone
1,897 mean_11_Pressure_HeBackside_OuterZone
1,897 mean_11_Pressure_HeBackside_InnerZone
1,897 mean_4_Pressure_HeBackside_OuterZone
1,897 mean_7_Pressure_ProcessManometer
1,897 mean_3_Pressure_ProcessManometer
1,897 mean_14_Power_RF2MHzGen_Delivered
1,897 mean_7_Power_RF27MHzGen_Delivered
1,791 mean_11_Power_RF27MHzGen_Delivered
1,791 mean_14_Power_RF27MHzGen_Delivered
1,791 mean_7_Flow_MFC_O2_2000
1,778 mean_11_Flow_MFC_TuningO2_10
1,749 mean_14_Flow_MFC_O2_20
1,749 mean_14_Flow_MFC_N2_500

VIP
1,749
1,749
1,749
1,749
1,749
1,749
1,748
1,748
1,716
1,63
1,625
1,622
1,614
1,61
1,61
1,607

Table 2: The evaluation of prediction quality of two regression methods using MAD and MAPE metrics.

Methods/Measures

MAD

MAPE

Elastic Net

0.62

1.57

Support Vector
Regression

0.26

0.44

Figure 3:Proposed procedure to control machine/chamber matching.
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5

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we identify the key FDC parameters that should be controlled in order to reduce the studied
etching process variability. We also build up the models to quantify all the existingcausal relationship
between the metrology measurements and the FDC parameters.The originality of the work comes from
proposing a methodology that combine all data sources, usually used separately, in order to control process
deviation in semiconductor manufacturing. Many statistical methods are applied on real fab datain a complex
context as the objective is to adjust production recipes to ensure the matching of both machine parameters
and process outputs between identical machine/chambers.This therefore requires a lot of precision in the
results provided to be really exploited in fab. The ongoing work is then to validate these built models to
ensure their compatibility with the industrial and physical side.
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